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DEBURRING
& FINISHING
S O L U T I O N S

ALL-IN-ONE

Customized to meet your needs

Grinding
Deburring

Rounding
Finishing

In a single pass.



Customized to fit 
your exact finishing 
requirements
Mix and match working units to create a finishing and deburring workhorse tailored to your unique needs.

Deburring & Edge Rounding
Achieve up to � mm edge radiusing
Remove all secondary burrs
Achieve a non-directional finish

Surface Finishing & Polishing
Brushing and polishing
Scotch-Brite™ style barrel brush
Hairline, Duplo & #�-#� finishes

Remove laser dross & plasma slag
Eliminate primary vertical burrs
Graining and near-mirror polishing

Grinding & Slag Removal

BEFORE AFTER BEFORE AFTER BEFORE AFTER

WORKING UNITS   (Variable Frequency Drives available for all)

BELT DRUM HEAD  D Unit BRUSH DISC HEAD   S Unit BARREL BRUSH HEAD   B Unit 

CUSTOMIZABLE

Deburring & Finishing Solutions



1000 SERIES

A ���� Series Apex Machine is right at 
home in a job shop environment where 
the typical day-to-day use can vary. 
These machines deliver great value so 
they won’t break the bank if unused for a 
few days, but can easily handle heavy 
loads and large jobs when they come in.

2000 SERIES

        Wet or Dry Configurations        Top and Bottom Configurations
Working widths: ��", ��”, ��", ��"
Shifts per day: � to �.�

OPTIONS:The ���� series is our most popular and 
capable machine line, with many happy 
customers both big and small. Not only 
are these machines built bigger and 
heavier, but they also include more 
standard features for faster operations.

3000 SERIES

OPTIONS:
        Wet or Dry Configurations        Top and Bottom Configurations        Fixed Line Height 
Working widths: ��", ��", ��"
Shifts per day: � to �

For the highest production operations, 
look no further. Each ���� Series Apex 
Machine is spec’d around your needs 
and built just for you! Every part of the 
machine is bigger and heavier to handle 
years of high production operations in 
facilities running multiple shifts per day.

Ask an Apex Specialist 
about these options!

        ���-���-APEX (����)
WET OPERATING MACHINES 

Working with a variety of metals or combustible materials? A wet machine could be your best option. 

SMALL PARTS PACKAGE

Our sticky belt and belt cleaning package can help you effectively work 
on parts as small as �” x �”. 

ABRASIVES

Apex produces high-quality abrasive brushes, discs and strips for a variety of materials and industries. 

        Wet or Dry Configurations
Working widths: ��", ��", ��", ��"
Shifts per day:  �.� to �.�

OPTIONS:
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With up to four working units, these all-in-one 

versatile machines get the job done in a single pass.

MULTI-FUNCTION

Single-Pass Machines



Find your finish.

Apex offers customizable metalworking machines with interchangeable heads to perform multiple operations in one pass. We also offer pre-configured machines to handle common applications for both high and low production shops. 

Trust the experts.

Our Application Specialists can help you find the best solution for your needs. We’re ready to amaze you with our responsive service. And, you can rest assured we’ll make sure your machine works or we will make it right. 

Reach new heights 
in production.

From low-volume job shops to large multiple-shift operations,Apex Machines will simplify your day-to-day operations, improve part consistency and throughput, and help you outpace competitors every step of the way. 

Fast, No Obligation Samples 
Seeing is believing — let us show you what Apex can do. Send us a sample of your parts, along with a control sample, and we will process them using an Apex machine that best meets your application needs. We will return your sample parts, along with a video showing your parts being run. 
Financing Available
Get your equipment now and pay for it in small manageable payments. For a quick credit decision, complete our simple online application at:
apexmachinegroup.com/equipment-financing

apexmachinegroup.com  |  ���� Olson Memorial Hwy  |  Golden Valley, MN �����

Toll Free ���-���-APEX (����)
Local ���-���-����
Email sales@apexmachinegroup.com

CONTACT US TODAY!


